
Gerenommeerde bedrijven maken gebruik van FormDesigner. 
Wij heten ook u van harte welkom!
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Great looking ERP documents & Intelligent digitalization
Smart, simple and fast, efficiency improvement with optimal ease of use



Great looking ERP documents

Restrictions of ERP systems

Every company devotes a lot of time and attention to creating 

its corporate image, and rightly so. One of the most important 

aspects of this is the house style, and particularly ensuring 

that it is consistent throughout all their documents. 

But formatting ERP documents has restrictions, especially in 

respect of fonts and layouts. Isn’t there another way?

Good looking ERP documents in a trice

Based on years of international knowledge of and experience 

with ERP systems, HiDOX has developed the intelligent high-

tech FormDesigner solution for this purpose. FormDesigner 

has user-friendly and dynamic tools, with which you are able 

to give your documents the correct form and appearance in 

one operation. This applies to all your documents: forms, 

quotations, orders, invoices, price-lists, reports, etc. 

Simple conversion to Microsoft 

HiDOX FormDesigner goes further than other systems. 

This advanced solution not only enables you to create PDF 

or HTML/XML documents, but also to convert your ERP 

documents from XML to the various Microsoft applications. 

FormDesigner’s most important features: 

•  Simple conversion of ERP documents to Microsoft  

programmes Word, Excel and Outlook.

•  Total integration in all Baan/Infor versions, irrespective  

of service packs and/or upgrades.

•  Microsoft SharePoint provides (controlled) worldwide ac-

cess to all ERP documents and facilitates easy online  

collaboration and sharing of ERP documents.
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Specific FormDesigner options 

Design

Drag & drop

How? By linking report elements to style sheets you alter 

the font and/or color of your document quickly and easily. 

Has your font not been defined as standard? No problem 

for FormDesigner. You very simply make a new style sheet 

and place your images, photos, illustrations, barcodes, etc. 

wherever you want. It is just a question of drag & drop and 

your lay-out is ready!

Direct results

Your adjustments are immediately visible, so you can continue 

to improve the document until you are happy with it. When it 

is exactly as you want it, you activate it by a mouse click and 

everyone in the organization can immediately work with it. 

Because FormDesigner is 100% integrated in the ERP system, 

nothing in the co-workers’ daily routine changes. 

The only one with 100% integration with ERP 

The special thing about FormDesigner is the unique, total 

integration in your ERP system. You continue working within 

the trusted structure or your system while you graphically 

convert all your original ERP documents to the desired house 

style in one go.   

Outlook & Lotus Notes

•  Automatic link and print of user’s signature. 

•  Thanks to the unicode basis, text, Chinese for example,  

is carried over in the body text in UTF8 format.  

•  Among other things, dynamic body texts ensure that 

the name of the contact person is directly transferred 

from ERP.

• Mapi mail client: Outlook, Lotus Notes, etc.

•  Unique possibility to make mail bundles  

(merge documents in one e-mail)

Sharepoint

•  Metadata (column headers) come directly and dynamically 

from ERP. Columns are automatically filled in per document, 

with, for example, invoice date, customer number and 

postcode.

•  Microsoft Outlook mail can be uploaded as a message file  

to Microsoft SharePoint.

Word
• Fields can be blocked to requirement (no longer alterable).

•  Independence in respect of the various Microsoft Office versions 

(2000, 2003, 2008, etc.) thanks to RTF format.

Excel
•  Fonts, colors and background colours of the original  

report are automatically carried over. 

•  Intelligent recognition of field types, such as dates,  

numbers and texts.  

•  Simple and unambiguous linking of report fields to  

columns. 

How does FormDesigner work in practice?

http://www.hidox.nl/download/Productbrochure_ENDE/link%20pagina%202%20menustructuur%20ENG.pdf
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Clever use of your ERP information 

One-for-one

All the data in your ERP system are used one-for-one. This 

avoids mistakes in numbers, prices and such like. In other 

words, you re-use your existing, already adapted ERP Reports. 

This saves you a great deal of time and programming costs. 

Dynamic interface to external databases, 

SharePoint and filing systems

FormDesigner offers countless possibilities for linking to other 

external document-management systems, fax solutions and 

information servers.

External document-management systems

Because FormDesigner is XML based, it can easily be linked 

to other external document-management systems, including 

SharePoint, Easyarchiv (dynamic index fields, search possibili-

ties on complete text), Profile, Retarus, Habel, D3, Saperion etc.

Fax solutions

FormDesigner is suitable for the set-up and management of 

various fax solutions, like Twinfax, Ferrari Fax en Tobit, and has 

MRS, GFI and various other links for sending faxes.       

Business Application Business Application

Documents Compostion 
and Personalization

Preparation and
Post-Processing

Multi-Channel Distribution 
and Storage
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Efficiency improvement 
and optimal ease of use 
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Information server

FormDesign naturally offers a self-configurable interface for 

every conceivable data source. This makes it possible to read 

in CAD drawings, for example, or collect data from another 

ERP system, an Access database or such like. 

Optimal efficiency with Multi-channel  

distribution 

Once the set-up is complete and the document is in use, one 

press of the button can send it to all destinations. This is 

dependent on receiver demands; you choose your destinations. 

A document is dynamically converted to a Word, Excel, PDF 

or HTML/XML file and can then be sent directly to several 

printers, e-mail and/or fax addresses. 

Customer-specific distribution with one press 

of a button

Multi-channel printing makes it possible to print, file, publish, 

fax and mail documents at the same time. For example: your 

customer prefers to receive his invoice mailed as a PDF file to 

his Purchase Department. He would also like to receive a fax 

from you. 

Your account manager prefers the invoice data to be delivered in 

Excel, in which only the item numbers and totals are specified. 

With FormDesigner you are able to honour all these customer-

specific demands with one press of a button. If you wish, you 

can easily add variable data and graphic components. It is not 

inconceivable, for example, that in addition to the standard 

Excel report, your account manager would appreciate a daily 

graphic account of his customers’ purchases. 

Personalized documents

Clear, more easily readable documents tailored to the specific 

demands of the customer and the internal user (i.e. Sales or 

Management) add value to the organization. Diagrams, graphs 

and barcodes can be automatically added in order to further 

strengthen the presentation of the content. The advantage of 

this is that you obtain command of personalized documents in 

every required language. 

AutoCAD
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And more …

Automatic filing

A special feature of the XML-based FormDesigner is that files 

are automatically filed away on the basis of an index file. 

Quickly usable for cross-selling and 

up-selling

Personalized communication increases the impact of docu-

ments by 30 to 40%. With FormDesigner previously non-utili-

zed white space on a document can quickly and easily be used 

for cross and up-selling. This is because FormDesigner offers, 

among other things, the opportunity to alert your customers, 

via your invoice or by placing an URL, to an up-coming show or 

exhibition, a temporary activity or campaign, etc. 

Economic and sustainable: cost and  

environmentally-aware document use 

You choose both an economical and an environmentally-aware 

solution because FormDesigner: 

•  Eases the move from paper to electronic ERP documents  

and the re-use of your existing ERP documents.

•  Ensures a better reception by means of personalized, 

customer-specific documents. 

•  Generates few customer questions, a reduction in mistakes 

and reminders. 

•  Increases your service level with extra added value. 

•  Reduces your paper and postal costs (double-sided printing, 

pre-printed forms no longer necessary).  

•  Streamlines your document process and increases the  

efficiency per document. 

•  Reduces your IT costs through very efficient storage of your 

documents.

•  FormDesigner functions excellently in a virtualized Windows 

Server environment (VMware).

Choose the quality, stability and flexibility  

of FormDesigner:

•  The only application developed from the same logic and 

structure as ERP software. 

• No double work.

•  Unique 100% integration with ERP, irrespective of ERP versi-

ons, upgrades and service packs, ensuring no unnecessary 

programming. 

• Available in all languages and all languages are supported. 

• Fast: a completely laid-out usable document in just one day. 

•  Substantial savings on paper and postal costs through 

further digitalization of processes. 

•  Time-saving through Multi-channel application: simultane-

ous printing, faxing, e-mailing, sharing and filing. 

• Physical space-saving through digital filing. 

•  Minimal training and programming costs for the IT depart-

ment (only 1 to 2 hours).

• Low acquisition and maintenance costs.

•  Surprisingly simple in regard to implementation and use: 

installed within an hour. No expensive consultants in the 

company for weeks on end. 

•  Fast real-time support/service throughout Europe by pro-

duct specialists with practical knowledge. 

FormDesigner in short
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Why FormDesigner?

FormDesigner is the only solution that fulfils what’s promised of 

it in respect of low costs with a very high return.  

What are the advantages for users and 

your IT department? 

• 2x as fast document processing

•  Electronic document formats; reduction in print and postal 

costs

• Decrease in mistakes through electronic processing

•  Fewer complaints through well-organised lay-out appropriate 

to house style  

•  Short learning curve, intuitive operation, no extra expertise 

required

• Very fast installation time <1 hour

• No training needed for end-user

Operational within one day and without 

the need for external expertise 

Installing FormDesigner is extremely easy. The installation only 

takes an hour, after which an hour’s training is sufficient for  

setting out forms. After the training you can independently 

lay-out and send ERP documents and use and make them 

available to the departments that will use them. You therefore 

need neither days of training nor expensive consultants in order 

to ensure that everything works as it should and to get the 

hang of FormDesigner. In this way your investment is quickly 

recovered.  

24-hour service

As creator, designer and producer of smart software tools, 

HiDOX supports customers with a compact and specialized 

European re-seller network. You have direct contact with a 

re-seller who is familiar with your organization and who of 

course has specialized knowledge of HiDOX products. These 

re-sellers regularly follow training courses and are always 

up-to-date on the latest developments and applications. 

Because of this you are assured of intensive personal 

guidance and (online) support.   

Graphic options

You put your documents together exactly as you want them 

to be with the desired Microsoft Windows fonts, background 

colours, logos, pictures, photos and type of barcodes. 

Processing possibilities

From FormDesigner you can easily generate e-mail and fax, 

PDF, Word and Excel documents and HTML/XML documents.

Unprecedented flexibility

•  Information server: interface to extern information sources 

(self-configurable). 

•  Interface to countless document-management systems, 

including SharePoint. 

• Interface to various fax solutions. 

• Automatic filing on the basis of index file. 

• Fast and easy document (re)viewing.

• Unlimited adjustments.

•  Add unlimited number of attachments, even from other 

databases. 

•  Add unlimited information, including headers, footers,  

campaigns/promotions) announcements,  

general terms & conditions, etc.

• Double-sided printing.

• XML-based. 

•  Personalized documents: customer-specific application  

for cross and up-selling.
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Countless leading companies are already working with FormDesigner. A total overview can be found on our website: www.hidox.com

Found from our FTP Recreate PMS

These companies are already using FormDesigner

Our resellers
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